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Why Choose PVC Wall &
Ceiling Panels?

“The Perfect Paneling Solution"

TRUSSCORE™ PVC
liner panels are an
ideal replacement for
conventional wall or
ceiling systems. Cost-
effective when
compared to other
materials,
TRUSSCORE can be
used in both new
construction and
retrofit applications.

TRUSSCORE’S inner truss design provides
industry-leading spanning capability. This
product provides the best strength-to-weight
ratio of any other like panel on the market today.
The unique webbed design also helps to prevent
racking and increases the panel’s overall rigidity
and strength.

Highly durable, TRUSSCORE is resistant to
scratches, mold, moisture, and most chemicals.
The panel’s surface will not corrode or support
bacteria growth. TRUSSCORE meets or exceeds
statutory building codes, satisfying the stringent
requirements of modern hygienic construction. 

With a specially designed tongue-and-groove
interlocking system and pre-punched holes for
fastening, the lightweight TRUSSCORE panel is
extremely easy to handle and install.
TRUSSCORE panels require no special training or
tools to install and are safe to work with using
normal construction practices. Working green —

Featured ProductFeatured Product
TRUSSCORE™ PVC PANEL

Featuring an industry leading 1/2-inch
thick wall design, TRUSSCORE™ is
available in a 16" width and is stocked
in 8', 10', 12', 16', and 20' lengths.

The tongue-and-groove interlocking
system makes both vertical and
horizontal installation quick and easy.
TRUSSCORE panels require no special
tools or training to install.

TRUSSCORE meets CFIA (Canada) and
FDA & USDA (US) requirements and
comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

TRUSSCORE has a Class A fire rating
which equates to potential insurance
savings.

TRUSSCORE is a trademark of MSW Plastics

Produc t  BrochureProduc t  Brochure

Correction: In last month’s feature
project article: Charles Raml, not
Charles Rami, is the correct spelling of
the owner of Iron Ranch
Manufacturing. We apologize for the
error.
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the waste material is recyclable!

TRUSSCORE™ is designed for a wide variety of
demanding applications including:

CAR & TRUCK WASHES:

TRUSSCORE is perfect for
the rigorous
requirements of car
wash bay walls and
ceiling coverings.

The highly-moisture
resistant panel is well
suited to wet
environments and will
not support mildew or
mold growth.

INDOOR GROW
FACILITIES:

TRUSSCORE’S bright
white, reflective surface
will help reflect light back
into the grow room.

Plants will be able to use
more of the artificial light
produced by indoor grow
lights — they will grow
faster and produce
bigger yields. 

GARAGES &
WORKSHOPS:

TRUSSCORE panels are
also available in the
color grey.

Classic and timeless, the
grey finish is the perfect
‘neutral’ color and has
the ability to subtly
transform a garage or
work space, adding a
finished look.

Unlike other interior wall cladding panels,
TRUSSCORE will never need to be painted,
coated, or otherwise sealed.

Looking for a great alternative to drywall,
plywood, plasterboard, or fiberglass panels?
Wherever you need a smooth finish that is easy-
to-clean, low maintenance, hygienic, and abuse
resistant, TRUSSCORE has your project covered!

TRUSSCORE is a trademark of MSW Plastics. “A leader
in plastic extrusion”

Q. Why choose multiwall polycarbonate
for a pool enclosure?

A. Unlike glass, polycarbonate is
lightweight, incredibly strong, and will
not shatter or break.

The cellular structure of multiwall
polycarbonate provides excellent
insulation properties This feature helps
keep the pool temperature warmer
and reduces heating costs.

UV-treated multiwall panels offer
protection from the sun’s harmful rays,
reducing the risk of sunburn.

In addition, a polycarbonate pool
enclosure will keep dirt, debris, insects,
and unwanted critters out. Spend less
time cleaning and more time swimming!

Thinking about building a pool
enclosure this spring? Call 888-602-
4441 today for more product info.

More  FAQ 'sMore  FAQ 's

DIY Tip of the MonthDIY Tip of the Month
"Enjoy Your Deck Rain or Shine"

Functional and aesthetically pleasing, a
polycarbonate cover is a great addition
to any deck or patio.

Polycarbonate sheets come in a variety
of colors and light transmissions. Clear
sheets allow plenty of sun to shine
through while providing protection from
pesky rain showers. Softlite or opal
colored sheets help to diffuse harsh
midday light, eliminating glare and hot
spots. Bronze sheets are perfect for
providing a little extra shade.

Want to enjoy your outdoor space
more? Cover it with durable, long-
lasting polycarbonate panels!

https://www.ameriluxinternational.com/faq.php


Company Highlights

Meet the A -Team | Jackie PearsonMeet the A -Team | Jackie Pearson

Drawn to AmeriLux by the company’s culture and strong values,

Jackie Pearson joined the Customer Relations Team this past

January. Jackie brings a strong skill set to AmeriLux, having over 20-

years of experience working with a diversified client base in the legal

field. 

As an AmeriLux Customer Relations Manager, Jackie’s key

responsibilities include answering product related or installation

questions, providing timely quotes, and processing work orders.

“Learning a new industry is a big challenge, but I am embracing

every opportunity to learn.”

Jackie enjoys being able to assist customers and meet their needs.

She strives to create positive experiences by carefully considering

the unique needs of each customer. Jackie went on to explain a little

further, saying that, “Being treated with respect and as a priority is

what makes for an exceptional customer experience.” 

Fun Fact: Jackie loves to pop bubble wrap!

“AmeriLux just
felt right - right
from the start. A
feeling that can't
always be found.
The staff is
amazing and
team driven.”

AmeriLux Brand AmbassadorAmeriLux Brand Ambassador

Congratulations to Kelly Romenesko for being nominated this
month’s Brand Ambassador! Kelly is being recognized for
exemplifying the AmeriLux core value statement “Conflict is a Good
Thing!”

“At AmeriLux, conflict is thought of as ‘conflicting ideas’. If someone
has a new idea that might threaten the status quo, we listen and are
open minded – even if it’s not the best idea. With the right attitude, we
cultivate better relationships with our teams and keep the door open for
improvements. If everyone is comfortable giving and receiving feedback,
growth is inevitable!” – Kelly Romenesko, Customer Relations Manager

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW WE SUCCEED AT AMERILUX, CLICK HERE

Links of Interest:Links of Interest:

Sliding Polycarbonate Facade turns Indoor Courtyard into an Outdoor Patio
Various End Use Industries have an Increasing Demand for Polycarbonate

AmeriLux was named a Constant Contact All Star for 2018. A big "Thank you" to all our

subscribers for being part of our monthly newsletter community!
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